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Getting Ready
for Field day

New K6BJ Repeater Tower

In the beginning, hams across the nation
used the National Field Day Exercise to find
a remote location and test their equipment.
Today, we still meet in small groups, but
sometimes it is also in public places where
we can use our event to demonstrate how
easy it is to communicate “off the grid” by
only using our radio equipment.
Last year South County hams under the
supervision of EC Bob Wiser set up in the
parking lot of a shopping center and commenced emulating emergency communications. In doing so, they demonstrated how
we can send emergency communication
messages similar to what we might do in an
actual emergency or disaster situation.
We understand that there were several small
groups who congregated in various locations
who were concentrating on the contesting
side of Field Day. One of our local clubs,
SLVARC, is a fine example of how a group of
operators can practice amateur radio operating skills and test equipment while focusing
on the contest. All of these approaches
demonstrate the wide range of opportunities
available to us at SCCARC for choosing how
we may want to pool our resources to engage
in operating during Field Day 2015.
Many of our members may be committed to
supporting ongoing activities such as those
who have dual memberships in SCCARC and
SLVARC. Those members with dual memberships may wish to continue supporting
SLVARC’s Field Day activity as members of
SLVARC instead of participating with SCCARC.
Some may like to participate with UCSC and
assist with their ongoing effort to train
newly licensed operators the fine art of operating. Some may be undecided. SCCARC is

We have benefitted from hard work
from Kevin KJ6PUM, and from his
mobile man-lift he trailered to Santa
Cruz to help us today. (You may have
seen Kevin’s man-lift hoisting antennas at our recent ARRL Field Day).
Gary K6PDL and I were mostly observers as Kevin in the lift added two
more Rohn 25G tower sections to the
new permanent K6BJ repeater tower,
including the two FM antennas at the
top. Now permanently mounted 35
feet above the driveway at the K6BJ
repeater shed with new LMR-400 coax
feedlines are the new Diamond F-22A
VHF repeater antenna and the refurbished original Telewave 420 MHz
“link to Watsonville” yagi antenna,.
So repeater antenna things are now as
they will be for some time.
I hope these “vintage analog wideband
FM” linked VHF repeaters of the Santa
Cruz County Amateur Radio Club will
work well for you. Give ‘em a workout.

Looking Northward at the K6BJ repeater shed near sunset today, the
old interim antennas and the PG&E power lines are on the left above
the roof of the building, and the new permanent 35’ tower and antennas are on the right.

K6BJ 146.790- PL94.8 in Santa Cruz
(IRLP 3318; Echolink K6BJ-R) Linked
full-time with KI6EH 147.945- PL94.8 in
Watsonville
SCCARC’s K6BJ DSTAR UHF repeater, and our
K6BJ-10 RMS Packet VHF server station, and
proposing that, as a club, we determine how
we want to participate in Field Day. Once we
have an idea what our club members want to
do, the Board will be in a position to determine how to support those preferences.
The following is a list of possibilities, please
respond to this email with your preference.
You may also discuss and enlarge on any
alternate ideas.
Operate in a remote location with a few
friends or family.

our K6BJ HF internet remote client station,
are also in service. All systems are working.
Hooray!
—73, Cap KE6AFE
Repeater Committee Chair, SCCARC
Operate in a public location.
Operate alone from home.
Operate with SCCARC in some local location.
Operate with South County hams.
Operate with SLVARC.
Operate with UCSC.
Other
Please let us hear back from you as soon as
possible.
–73, Suellene Petersen, K6CPA
SCCARC, President
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Reed does quite well chasing DX using
a G5RV antenna. Ron promised to show
him that by using the miracle of antenna
modeling it can be demonstrated just how
ineffective the antenna must be. The moral
here is don’t confuse models with the real
thing.

CAKE Session March 1 2014
It was a pleasure to congratulate Gary
K6PDL on his promotion to Extra, we know
hat it takes a considerable effort, so welldone Gary!
Fred KJ6OOV expanded on his prior description of what can be done with a Raspberry
Pi computer by adding a TNC board made by
Coastal Chipworks. This fits nicely on top of
the Pi to make a compact package for running services such as APRS. Fred explained
that the Pi includes a High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) that looks great on
a monitor. It just doesn’t seem real that a
USB plug about an inch long could provide
access to WiFi using 802.11n. Fred uses a
Lion battery pack as power source so with
his 2m HT he is ready to roll.
Gary had brought his Kindle which he
explained includes VSSH (virtual secure
shell?) that we thought could be made to
display the Fred’s APRS maps but we didn’t
succeed, Nice try though Gary.
Reed N1WC brought a Kenwood Visual
Communicator VC-H1, a hand-held slowscan product from the mid 90s. It looks
antiquated by today’s standards but a CCD
camera, scanner and color 510x472 display
was way ahead of its time and still works
fine.

We commented on the young girl who
entered a science faire with her invention
of a flash-light powered by Peltier devices,
Such creativity deserves to be rewarded.
Some years back we were always excited to
have the Ham-Fam of Freddie KG6ECE and
Lindsey KC6ELV at our CAKE sessions and
were amazed at their science projects. I
hope their father Fred KF6N will bring us
up to date on their progress.
Ron W6WO shared some experience using
surface mounted devices and brought the
tools of the trade that include a tooth
pick, solder wick, curved tweezers, a tray
to catch at least some of the fly-aways and
a very fine iron tip. With good light and
some magnification the 1206 size of device
should not pose too much of a problem.
Ron also showed his first effort in designing a two-sided board and remarked that
learning the PCB Express software was
quite easy.
Our next meeting on March 15 is the final
one planned a NextSpace and beyond that
we will likely return to the Abbey. We need
to determine the wishes of the group on
the schedule. Reed recalled the advantage
of being in sync with the Foothill flea
market
Vibrate well
—73 Ron

“Calhoun”
A Powerful Search Engine
While researching “Hastily formed Networks” a topic with a founding brain trust,
at the Navy Postgraduate School, Monterey,
I discovered “Calhoun”, a powerful search
engine and archive of most NPS theses, and
publications. No more walking through row
after row of NPS library Thesis stacks, and
big copy machine time and money... you
can fetch the Thesis results right to your
computer screen. Many topics of interest
to hams, and the CAKE crowd. Just do a
wild card search, say, “802.11”, or “Disaster
Response” on line at the Calhoun website.
Good use of taxpayer dollars...
http://calhoun.nps.edu/
—Pat Barthelow AA6EG
apolloeme@gmail.com

Just give it to me straight Doc am I all systems go
for the next ARRL Phone contest?

Ham Class
In Las Cumbres
The SC4ARC is looking at holding its annual
ham radio, technician licensing class again
this Spring and I’d like to know if there is
interest in having the class in Las Cumbres.
Right now we’re looking at the weekend of
May 3-4 as a possibility.
Generally we’d like to have at least a dozen
students to make the class worthwhile for our
instructors. We usually wind up with about
15-20 people signing up, occasionally more,
but I’m trying to get an idea of the level of
interest in the South Skyline area. Please let
me know what you think.
With my best,
Peter (KI6FAO)
radio officer SC4 Amateur Radio Club
<http://www.sc4arc.org>
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Big Sur
Marathon 2014!
I will be organizing the ham side of the
marathon this year along with Brent KI6PAU.
Signups, information, forms and so forth will
all come through me.

An interesting article in the Jan 20th issue
of Aviation Week & Space Technology offered
a handy tip – for those in space. Astronauts
doing electrical work in a space capsule were
concerned about drill chips floating in the
air when drilling a hole for conduit. They
solved the problem by spraying shaving
cream on the hole while drilling.
Last week while in Sacramento during the
rains, the 40-meter band was exceptionally
good. In the evenings I copied CW; in the
mornings I worked the Maritime Mobile nets.
Signals came through clear as a bell from
all stations. I hadn’t checked my dipole for
six months but it must have been intact and
clear of all wet foliage. Had an SWR of about
2:1. Was nice to work West coast stations.
There was a China station on voice one night
on the lower part of the band. One US CW
operator was splattering over the bottom
edge down to 6.990 kHz. This was a rare
happening, the first time I’ve heard it. Most
of us stay away from the band edges.
Daughter Joyce, KN6RR, an Advanced class
ham, and I were discussing CW, now that it
is no longer required for licensing. I have
to confess that I’m not up on the FCC rules
on the limitations on CW, if any. I assume
that if you are licensed, you can send CW on
any frequency at any speed for your license
class. No qualification required. It has to
be totally optional these days, an obsolete
portion of Amateur radio. It does seem an
oddity: If you feel like doing it, do it! It
will be interesting to see how long that
mode lasts.
Our March club meeting was interesting.
Club President Suellene, K6CPA, got things
rolling with an update on her injuries from
her runaway vehicle and impromptu visit to
her bank. “When I returned a while later,
they greeted me with, ‘Glad you are a regular
customer,’ with a reference to my mistaking
it for a drive-in facility.” We’re happy the
accident wasn’t worse. It’s scary when the
wheels keep spinning with your foot off the
gas pedal.
Congratulations go to Gavin Peters, twenty-

We have created a BSIM mailing list. bsim@
ki6pau.com. Those that wish to volunteer
will be added to this list to receive information and documentation for the marathon.
If you would like to volunteer for the 2014
Big Sur International Marathon please
respond back to me directly so I can get you
on the signup list and get you on the mailing list so I can get forms out to you.
If you have any questions, please email me
directly.
—Jeff Ackerman
kg6uyz@gmail.com

SCCARC MEMBERSHIP
RENEWALS DUE BY
MARCH 31
If you have already renewed your membership for 2014, thank you! If you haven’t,
please do it now. Annual dues are $25 for
full members, $6 each for each additional
member at the same mailing address, and
$10 for full-time students age 18 or under.
Dues may be paid in cash or by check
(payable to SCCARC) in person, at regular
Club meetings, or checks may be mailed
to SCCARC, P.O. Box 238, Santa Cruz, CA
95061-0238.
If you’re not sure whether you’ve paid for
this year, I’ll be happy to look it up for
you; email me at ki6aie@k6bj.org.
—Kathleen KI6AIE, Treasurer

year-old grandson of Dave, KE6IEI. Gavin
has been sworn into the US Army on the
delayed entry program. After training at
Fort Benning, he will join the Special Forces.
Gavin is a very physically and mentally fit
young man and will do well in the Armed
Forces as a defender of our country. He
departs in May. Given more time, we could
get him his ham ticket before he leaves for
boot training. Grandfather Dave is a graduate of my Novice class of about 20 plus years
ago.
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Vet’s Building
Station Back in
Service
Today (Feb.25) at the downtown VMB
hamshack on Front Street, Tom KW6S added
PL-259 connectors to the several unterminated LMR-240 coax feedlines which are
plumbed into the upstairs hamshack through
a new conduit from the roof above. Then
we hooked up the feedlines for the rooftop
2-meter FM vertical omni gain antenna to the
2-meter FM radio, and the rooftop off-centerfed wire dipole antenna to the Kenwood
TS-440s radio (with the Heil desktop MIC or
straight key).
So now the station is finally again capable of
operating VHF FM voice and HF voice or CW.
Hooray!
More steps are needed in getting the station
back together and tuned up, one step at a
time, of course. Still need to add more HF
rooftop antennas and hookup the operating
desk’s ground wire to the new hot-waterradiator, et cetera. Still need telephone
and internet access restored in the hamshack (these have been promised), and the
donation of a computer and monitor appears
imminent. Now we have on hand replacement radials (the original radials were lost
during the move) for the Cushcraft MA5V HF
vertical antenna, so that antenna can go
back up on the roof at some point soon too.
Will want a automatic antenna tuner.
Need more routine radio operators. It looks
now like regular VMB hamshack operation will
be mostly weekdays during regular working
hours, and after-hours or weekend contesting or special events will need advance
scheduling arranged with the building
manager. And access will be provided to
organized radio operators as needed during
disasters.
—73, Cap KE6AFE

April Raffle
Start Your Spring Cleaning Early!
It’s not too early to start setting aside your
items for the raffle at our April membership
meeting! We are not limited to radio-related
items--and the odder, the better, I say! Your
discards may be someone else’s treasure!!
—Kathleen, KI6AIE
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SCCARC Board - 2014

Suellene Petersen K6CPA
Michael Usher AG6MK		

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Directors

David Copp WS2I		
Kathleen McQuilling KI6AIE		

Bruce Hawkins AC6DN
Ray Matteis KE6NHG		
Oliver Pitterling KJ6LDD
Becky Steinbruner KI6TKB		
(Immediate Past Pres.) Robert Ritchey KJ6FFP
K6BJ Trustee

Allen Fugelseth WB6RWU

SCCARC Calendar of Events

(831) 685-2915

ARES Meeting (prior to club meeting)
SCCARC Meeting
Cake Meetings
Board Meeting
Short Skip articles due
SCCARC Meeting

(831) 475-8846

MONTHLY MEETINGS.

(831) 335-2662
(408) 582-2029
(408) 708-2206
(831) 476-6303

(831) 234-8721

MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz
County

ARES Net
San Lorenzo
Valley
Loma Prieta
Monterey
LPRC

K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz (linked to KI6EH)
KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)		
K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
• SCCARC Net Monday 7:30 PM 146.79- /147.945- /147.180+ linked
• SCCARC 10 Meter Net Monday 7:00 PM 28.308 MHz USB
SC County Wide ARES Tuesday 7:30 PM on 147.180+ PL 94.8
and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
WR6AOK 147.120+ PL 94.8 Ben Lomond
• SLV Net Thursday 7:30 PM
AB6VS 440.550+ / AE6KE 146.835- PL 94.8  (linked for net)
• LP ARES / LPARC Net Tuesday 7:15 PM
K6LY 146.97- PL 94.8 / 444.700+ PL123 (linked for net) Monterey
• Monterey Co. ARES Net Wednesday 7:30 PM K6LY 146.970- (PL 94.8)
• NPSARC Net Wednesday at 8 PM on K6LY/R
WR6ABD 146.640- PL 162.2 / 442.900+ PL 162.2 (winsystem.org)
• LPRC Net Tuesday 8:00 PM  146.640-(PL 162.2)
• Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast Tuesday

• Santa Clara Valley Section Traffic NET  Tuesday 9:00PM 146.640- (PL 162.2)

FOR MORE INFO SEE: http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html

Where is the Directory?
The most recent directory is (a) the document titled “2012 Membership Directory” (yes,
2012), supplemented by (b) “2013 Membership Directory Addendum”.
For privacy reasons the directory is not posted on the website. Because the reflector
will not permit attachments (a) and (b) were not e-mailed to you. Instead, both of
them were snail-mailed.
If you cannot locate your copy of the directory, notify me via e-mail to dhcopp@
yahoo.com. I will send your current listing to you.
—Tnx es 73 de WS2I

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
P.O. BOX 238
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95061-0238

Friday Mar 21
Friday Mar 21  
Sat Mar 1, 15
Thur
Mrr 27
Monday Apr 7
Friday Apr 18

The SCCARC Meets at 7:30 PM, on the THIRD FRIDAY
of the each month (except December). Meetings are
at Dominican Hospital, Education Center, 1555 Soquel
Drive, Santa Cruz
.

Net Control Schedule:
3/17
3/24
3/31
4/7
4/14

Tom K6TG
Lou NJ6H
Chris KG6DOZ
Phil KE6UWH
Tom K6TG
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